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Towards a Framework for Agent Coordination
and Reorganization, AgentCoRe ?

Mattijs Ghijsen, Wouter Jansweijer, and Bob Wielinga

Human Computer Studies Laboratory, Institute of Informatics, University of
Amsterdam, email:{mattijs, jansw, wielinga}@science.uva.nl

Abstract. Research in the area of Multi-Agent System (MAS) organi-
zation has shown that the ability for a MAS to adapt its organizational
structure can be beneficial when coping with dynamics and uncertainty
in the MASs environment. Different types of reorganization exist, such
as changing relations and interaction patterns between agents, changing
agent roles and changing the coordination style in the MAS. In this pa-
per we propose a framework for agent Coordination and Reorganization
(AgentCoRe) that incorporates each of these aspects of reorganization.
We describe both declarative and procedural knowledge an agent uses
to decompose and assign tasks, and to reorganize. The RoboCupRes-
cue simulation environment is used to demonstrate how AgentCoRe is
used to build a MAS that is capable of reorganizing itself by changing
relations, interaction patterns and agent roles.

1 Introduction

The quality of organizational design of a MAS has a large influence on its perfor-
mance. However, this is not the only factor that determines MAS performance.
It is the combination of the organizational design together with the nature of
the task performed by the MAS and the characteristics of the environment in
which the MAS is embedded that determines the performance of a MAS [1]. A
MAS that operates in a dynamic environment can mitigate or reduce negative
effects of dynamics in this environment by changing its organization [2].

In this paper we present the architecture of a framework that enables agents
in a MAS to coordinate and reorganize. The goal of such an architecture is not
to improve existing work on coordination by providing more efficient task/goal
decomposition or task allocation, but rather to integrate several different aspects
of reorganization into a single framework. To ensure a generic design, we describe
our framework at the knowledge level [3], by providing the knowledge items and
inferences an agent requires to coordinate and reorganize.

The organizational design of a MAS involves many aspects such as author-
ity relations between agents, interaction patterns, agent roles and coordination
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style. Research by Mintzberg has shown that the structure of human organiza-
tions and the coordination mechanisms used by its managers are closely related
[4]. This, and other notions from the field of organizational design have already
been applied in the area of MAS design [5, 6]. Since organization design and coor-
dination are so closely related we believe that a framework for agent coordination
should also provide the ability to reorganize.

Before we describe the AgentCoRe framework we discuss theory and related
work on MAS reorganization. After a description of AgentCoRe, we will show
how AgentCoRe is used to design and implement a MAS in the RoboCupRescue
simulator [7]. We end with discussion, conclusions and directions for future work.

2 Theory and Related Work

In this paper we use definitions based on [8] and [5]. A task is defined as an
activity performed by one or more agents to achieve a certain effect or goal in
the environment. A task can be decomposed into subtasks and, in the case a task
cannot be decomposed any further, it is called a primitive task. We define a role
as a set of tasks that an agent is committed to perform when it is enacting that
role. Capabilities are defined as a set of roles the agent is capable of enacting.

We define a MAS organization as a group of distributed agents, pursuing
a common goal. The design of a MAS organization consists of relationships
and interactions between the agents [9], agent roles [5] and coordination style
[10]. Thus we define reorganization of a MAS as changing one or more of these
organizational aspects. We assume that reorganization is triggered by the agents
of the MAS, and not by a system designer or “human in the loop” as in [11].

A generic definition of coordination is given by [12] who define coordination as
managing dependencies between activities. Research in the area of coordination
in MAS has resulted in frameworks such as GPGP/TÆMS [13] and COM-MTDP
[14] and both have been used in research on reorganization.

Nair et al. [15] extend [14] and change the composition of teams of agents
to perform a rescue task in a highly dynamic environment where tasks can
(de)escalate in size and new tasks are formed. Horling and Lesser change the
relations and interaction patterns between agents in TÆMS structures but do
not allow for role changes [16]. Their work is recently being extended by Kamboj
and Decker [17] who use agent cloning [18] to allow for role changes in the
organization. Barber and Martin present dynamic adaptation of coordination
mechanisms as a mechanism for dealing with a dynamic environment [19].

The approaches described above all involve different aspects of reorganiza-
tion; changing relations and interactions, changing agent roles and changing
coordination style. In the next section we present the AgentCoRe framework
which gives a knowledge level description of a framework for coordination and
reorganization. We extend existing work by incorporating all aspects of reorga-
nization described above into a single framework. By giving a knowledge level
description, we refrain from computational details and focus on the required
knowledge and reasoning for combined coordination and reorganization.



3 The AgentCoRe Framework
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Fig. 1. AgentCoRe.

A global overview of the AgentCoRe framework is shown in figure 1. Oval
shapes are sub-processes of the coordination process, rectangles depict declara-
tive knowledge and rounded rectangles depict procedural knowledge. In a single
iteration, an agent selects a coordination strategy, decomposes tasks, allocates
tasks, reorganizes and communicates.

Strategy selection is based on the current state of the environment and strat-
egy rules which prescribe the use of a coordination strategy in a certain situa-
tion. We see a coordination strategy as a combination of a task-decomposition
strategy, an assignment strategy and a reorganization strategy. Each of these
strategies are used as input for the sub-processes in the coordination process.
Strategy selection is an important aspect of our approach because it enables an
agent to use different coordination strategies during its lifetime.

The next step in the coordination process is to create and update the task
structure. Based on sensory input – which can be observations by the agent and
messages from other agents – the agent will decompose the global task into sub-
tasks. The structure of decomposed tasks is called a task structure which is a
simplified version of the goal trees in the TÆMS framework [13]. The decompo-
sition strategy describes how the global task decomposes into subtasks.



Relations and interaction patterns between agents and agent roles in the MAS
are described in the organization structure. In the task assignment sub-process,
subtasks of the task structure are connected to the agents in the organization
structure. The task structure combined with the organization structure by means
of assignments is called the assignment structure. Which agents are assigned to
which tasks is determined by the assignment strategy that is used.

When assignment is completed, the agent can reorganize the assignment
structure (which contains the task structure as well as the organization struc-
ture). A reorganization strategy describes when and how reorganization takes
place. Based on the final assignment structure the agent communicates changes
in the organization and task structure to the agents affected by these changes.

3.1 Declarative ingredients

task assignment

agentId : num
roles : [[Task]]
capabilities : [[Task]]

communicates−with : [agentId]

knows−agents : [agentId]

subordinates : [agentId]
boss : agentId

agent

subtasks : [Task]
taskId : num

goal : world−state
priority : num report−frequency : num

report−content : String

taskId : num
agentId : num
created : timestamp

Fig. 2. Basic AgentCoRe declarative concepts.

The basic declarative components of the framework (see figure 2) are task,
agent and assignment. A task has a set of subtasks and a description of the
goal that is to be achieved by performing the task. Furthermore each task has a
priority. Using the task concept, task structures can be created that show how
tasks are decomposed into subtasks.

An agent has a set of roles the agent is currently enacting (in section 2
a role is defined as a set of tasks) and a set of capabilities which is the set
of all roles the agent is capable of enacting. Furthermore, agent has relations
with other agents. These relations describe which other agents the agent knows,
communicates with, is boss of and which agent is its boss. Using the agent
concept an organization structure can be created where agents have relations
with each other, have roles and capabilities.

An assignment is a reified relation between task and agent. It has a times-
tamp that indicates when the assignment is created, a report frequency that
defines when status reports on the progress of the task should be sent, and a
specification of the content of the reports. The assignment concept connects
task structures and organization structures to form assignment structures.

The decomposition, assignment and reorganization strategies are mostly do-
main specific procedural descriptions of how a specific task should be decom-
posed or what types of roles should be assigned when reorganizing. Examples of
these strategies are given in section 4 of this paper.



3.2 Subprocess description

A knowledge level description of the internal structure of the subprocesses shown
in figure 1 is given by using the CommonKADS notation of inference structures
[20]. Rectangles depict dynamic information, ovals represent elementary reason-
ing processes and arrows indicate input-output dependencies. Two thick hori-
zontal lines depict static information used as input for the reasoning processes.
For clarity purposes we depict the starting point of the inference structure by a
thick squared rectangle.
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Fig. 3. Strategy selection inference structure.

Figure 3 shows the inference structure of strategy selection in which the cur-
rent coordination strategy is compared to other available strategies in the strat-
egy library. To obtain the most optimal strategy, parameters are used which
represent selection criteria of a coordination strategy (e.g. “required time”, “re-
quired resources” or “required capabilities”). Strategy rules define in which situ-
ation a coordination strategy is optimal by indicating which parameters should
be used to compare the strategies. Examples of strategy rules are; “always use
the cheapest strategy” and “use the cheapest strategy but when lives are at
stake, use the fastest strategy”. In the first case, the parameter that indicates
cost will be selected. In the second case, the parameters for cost and required
time will be selected. The value of a parameter is determined by the current
state of the world.

Figure 4 shows the inference structure for task decomposition. First, one of
the tasks is selected from the task structure and based on the current model
of the world, it is determined whether the task is still valid; is the goal still a
valid goal or has a report been received that the task is finished. In the case the
task is not valid, the task structure is updated immediately. Otherwise, the task
is decomposed as prescribed by the decomposition strategy. The task and the
generated subtasks are then used to update the task structure. This continues
until each task in the task structure has been validated and decomposed.

In figure 5 the task assignment inference structure (based on the assignment
inference structure in [20]) is shown. The assignment strategy determines se-
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Fig. 4. Task decomposition inference structure.

lection of a set of tasks and a set of agents based on the current assignment
structure. Grouping of tasks and agents can be used if multiple agents are as-
signed to a single task, or one agent is assigned to a group of tasks, or a group of
agents is assigned to a group of tasks. If and how grouping is done, depends on
the assignment strategy. If no grouping takes place the assign inference will use
the task and agent sets that have been selected. The assign inference couples the
sets or groups of tasks to the agents which results in a set of new assignments.
This continues until all agents are assigned or no tasks are left to perform.
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Fig. 5. Task assignment inference structure.

In the reorganize inference structure in figure 6, a reorganization strategy
gives a set of available triggers. Triggers are rules that initiate change in or-
ganization. Some examples of triggers are detecting an unbalanced workload
over the agents, sudden changes in priority of one of the unassigned subtasks
while all available agents are already allocated to other tasks, or an event in



the environment that requires two teams to work together. Triggers are tested
on the assignment structure and if they fire, a set of matching change rules is
selected and applied to the assignment structure. Possible change rules are to
assign agents to different roles and creating and/or removing relations between
agents, but also taking an agent away from the task it is currently performing
and assigning it to a task with a higher priority. Applying change rules results in
a partial new assignment structure which is used to update the current assign-
ment structure. Trigger selection continues until all triggers have been tested on
the assignment structure.

trigger test

apply

update

assignment
structure

reorganization
strategy

select
trigger

select
change rules change rules

trigger status

structure

world model

partial assignment

Fig. 6. Reorganize inference structure.

4 A MAS implementation using AgentCoRe

To demonstrate how AgentCoRe is used, the RoboCupRescue simulator [7] is
used. In RoboCupRescue, agents are deployed that jointly perform a rescue
operation. When the simulation starts, buildings collapse, civilians get injured
and buried under the debris, buildings catch fire and fires spread to neighboring
buildings. Debris of the collapsed buildings falls on the roads causing roads to
be blocked. For this rescue operation, three main tasks can be distinguished and
for each of these tasks a type of agent with appropriate capabilities is available.
Fires are extinguished by fire brigade teams, blocked roads are cleared by police
agents and injured civilians are rescued by ambulance teams.

For the purpose of demonstrating the use of AgentCoRe, we focus on the
task of rescuing injured civilians. Thus we have build a MAS that consists of
ambulance teams. The tasks for this MAS are the following:

– SearchAndRescueAll is the main task of searching the complete map and
rescuing all injured civilians. This task has no additional attributes.

– SearchAndRescueSector, is the same task as the main task but is restricted
to a single sector on the map (the map is divided into 9 sectors). The addi-
tional attribute for this task is a sectorId.



– SearchBlock is the task of searching all houses in a block for injured civilians.
Blocks are small groups of houses of which there are 361 on the map. The
additional attribute for this task a blockId.

– RescueCivilian is the task of rescuing a civilian. The additional attributes
for this task are a civilianId and a civilianLocation.

– CoordinateWork is the task of coordinating (by means of the AgentCoRe
framework) another task. The additional attributes for this task is a taskId
of the task that is to be coordinated.

Based on the tasks described above, we have defined the following roles in the
MAS organization:

– AmbulanceRole: [SearchAndRescueSector, SearchBlock, RescueCivilian]
– GlobalManagerRole: [CoordinateWork]
– LocalManagerRole: [CoordinateWork, SearchAndRescueSector]

capabilities : [GlobalManagerRole]

agentId : a01
subordinates : [a02,a03, ... a10]
boss : −
role : GlobalManagerRole

AmbulanceManager

... ... ... ... ... ...
role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

agentId : a02

boss : a01
subordinates : [ ]

LocalManagerRole]

role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

agentId : a03

boss : a01
subordinates : [ ]

LocalManagerRole]

role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

agentId : a10

boss : a01
subordinates : [ ]

Ambulance

LocalManagerRole]

Ambulance Ambulance

Fig. 7. Ambulance organization, initial structure

Based on these roles and tasks we have implemented an organization (see
figure 7) that is controlled by an AmbulanceManager with a GlobalManagerRole
who coordinates work on the SearchAndRescueAll task. The AmbulanceManager
has 9 Ambulance agents at its disposal who are all capable of performing the
AmbulanceRole and the LocalManagerRole. Intially all Ambulance agents will
perform the AmbulanceRole. Because the communicates-with and knows-agent
relations overlap with the authority relations only the authority relations are
shown in figures 7 and 9. Authority relations also indicate how tasks are assigned
and thus, the AmbulanceManager will assign tasks to its direct subordinates and
it will receive status reports about the progress of these tasks on a regular basis.
An Ambulance agent only performs the LocalManagerRole when ordered by its
direct superior. An agent with the LocalManagerRole is able to assign tasks and
order role changes to its direct subordinates.

4.1 Strategies

To be able to illustrate the use of different coordination strategies, we have imple-
mented two task decomposition strategies. The first, named decomposition into



taskId: 02
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 1

search−and−rescue−sector

sectorId: s01

SearchAndRescueInSector

SearchAndRescueAll

subtasks: [02,03,04,05,06,07,08,09,10]
goal: search−and−rescue−all

taskId: 01

priority: 1

taskId: 10
subtasks: [ ]
goal: search−and−rescue−sector

sectorId: s09
priority: 1

SearchAndRescueInSectorSearchAndRescueInSector

taskId: 03
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 1

search−and−rescue−sector

sectorId: s02

... ... ... ... ... ...

(a) decomposition into skills.

SearchAndRescueAll

subtasks: [02,03,362,263]
goal: search−and−rescue−all

taskId: 01

priority: 1

SearchBlock

taskId: 002
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 2

search−block

SearchBlock

taskId: 003
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 2

search−block

SearchBlock

taskId: 362
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 2

search−block
subtasks: [ ]
goal:
priority: 3

rescue−civilian

taskId: 363

RescueCivilian

... ... ... ... ...

blockId: b001 blockId: b002 blockId: b361
civilianPosition: bld−2453
civilianId: c01

(b) decomposition into primitive tasks

Fig. 8. The result of different task decomposition strategies.

skills1, decomposes the SearchAndRescueAll into 9 SearchAndRescueSector
tasks which results in a task structure as in figure 8(a). The second strategy,
named decomposition into primitive tasks, decomposes the SearchAndRescueAll
into SearchBlock tasks for each housing block on the map. If any civilians are
reported to be found during one of those SearchBlock tasks, a RescueCivilian
task is generated which results in a task-structure as in figure 8(b). The priority
of RescueCivilian tasks is based on a civilian’s health status. As long as the
injury of the civilian is not critical, the priority of the RescueCivilian task is
lower than the SearchBlock tasks. As a civilian becomes more injured, the pri-
ority of the RescueCivilian task becomes larger than the SearchBlock tasks.
By adjusting the priority of RescueCivlian tasks, the agents search the map as
fast as possible but prevent civilians from dying.

For the assignment process we have implemented a strategy that selects tasks
from the assignment structure that have not yet been assigned to an agent. From
that subset the tasks with the highest priority are selected. The strategy also

1 The name of this decomposition strategy is based on “coordination by standard-
ization of skills” described by Mintzberg [4]. Coordination by standardization of
skills can be characterized by assignment of large and complex tasks to the operator
agents.



selects the agents from the assignment structure that are not assigned to a task.
The strategy does not include grouping of agents or tasks.

capabilities : [GlobalManagerRole]

agentId : a01
subordinates : [a03, ... a10]
boss : −
role : GlobalManagerRole

AmbulanceManager

role : LocalManagerRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

agentId : a03

boss : a01
subordinates : [a02]

LocalManagerRole]

role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

agentId : a10

boss : a01
subordinates : [ ]

Ambulance

LocalManagerRole]

... ... ... ... ... ...

Ambulance

role : AmbulanceRole
capabilities : [AmbulanceRole,

boss : a03
subordinates : [ ]

LocalManagerRole]

Ambulance

agentId : a02

Fig. 9. Ambulance organization, after reorganization

A reorganization strategy has been implemented with one trigger and a set
of change rules that are used when the trigger fires. The trigger fires if two
conditions both hold; (1) there is at least one agent that has not been assigned
to a task and (2) there is at least one task that is still being executed. The change
rules specify that the Ambulance agent that is already working on that task has
to switch from the AmbulanceRole to the LocalManagerRole (role change) and
that the other agent will become a subordinate agent of the agent with the
LocalManagerRole (structural change). The rationale behind this is that the
first agent assigned to a task has acquired the most information on that task
and is therefore most suited to coordinate work on this task when other agents
are assigned to the same task.

5 Discussion and Conclusions

In the previous section we have described an implementation of a MAS in the
RoboCupRescue environment using the AgentCoRe framework. By using a re-
organization strategy, the MAS is capable of adapting agent relations and agent
roles. Although AgentCoRe allows for switching between coordination mecha-
nisms, the implemented MAS is not capable of changing its coordination style.
However, a previous study in [21] has demonstrated the possibility of imple-
menting different coordination mechanisms in an ambulance organization in the
RoboCupRescue environment. The coordination mechanisms described in [21]
have been composed out of the strategies as described in the previous section.



The design of the AgentCoRe framework enables an agent to use strate-
gies for task-decomposition, task-allocation and reorganization. By using these
strategies as input in the inference structures we have been able to distinguish
domain dependent strategies from the domain independent reasoning for task de-
composition, task assignment and reorganization. By providing the agent with
these strategies, the agent will be able to cope with dynamics in the environment
[21]. However, it may be the case that the environment or the nature of its task
changes in such a way that these strategies – that are designed to enable the
agent to cope with these dynamics – are not effective anymore. In this case the
agent has the possibility to change its coordination strategy by selecting differ-
ent strategies for task decompostion, task assignment and reorganization, that
are better suited to cope with the current situation.

6 Future Work

As mentioned, the current MAS implementation does not have the capability
of adjusting its coordination strategy. We have already shown that AgentCoRe
can be used to implement multiple coordination strategies and in future work
we will implement strategy rules that allow the agent in a MAS to change its
coordination strategy. Future work will also focus on other domains that are
more dynamic in nature. Furthermore we will study the applicability of the
AgentCoRe framework in these domains to get a better understanding for which
types of problem domains AgentCoRe is suited or not.

As also recognized by Dignum et al. [22], different reasons for reorganiza-
tion exist. Our future research will continue to focus on the questions of when a
MAS should reorganize and if such a situation occurs, how the MAS should re-
organize. The first question involves identifying appropriate triggers for strategy
selection and reorganization. The second question involves the identification of
appropriate change-operators on a MAS organization and determine how these
change-operators should be used by the agents in a MAS to achieve a more
optimal organization structure.
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